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The expansion of artificial intelligence (“AI”) applications in healthcare (“Healthcare AI”) has made
recent headlines, from the transformation of clinical diagnostics with increased accuracy, to use of
personalized medicine with the potential for life-changing preventative care, and hope to remedy, in
some degree, the pervasive healthcare workforce shortage.[i] AI is certain to continue its healthcare
delivery revolution; by 2028, the growth of the Healthcare AI market share is expected to reach
approximately $102.7 billion USD.[ii] Despite the perception that AI is a futuristic concept, one of the
earliest applications of AI was a 1950s checkers-playing computer program that was enabled for self-
learning – a precursor to modern applications.[iii] Healthcare AI presents vast opportunity for
innovation, but also carries considerable risk for providers, patients and other industry stakeholders if
such risks are not mitigated prior to its use.

This article—part of our “Pulse on AI + Healthcare” series—seeks to provide a brief overview of
Healthcare AI applications and legal and regulatory efforts to govern Healthcare AI, while
emphasizing a “proceed with caution” approach prior to utilizing AI in the delivery of healthcare
services.

Current Applications of Healthcare AI

Although there is no universally accepted definition for AI, the United States National Artificial
Intelligence Initiative Act defines it as, “A machine-based system that can, for a given set of human-
defined objectives, make predictions, recommendations or decisions influencing real or virtual
environments.”[iv] 

In the healthcare industry, AI is incorporated into various functions for providers, payors and patients.
The following examples illustrate how Healthcare AI augments aspects of clinical and non-clinical
operations:

1. Machine learning techniques train AI algorithms for task performance[v] used in disease
prediction.

2. Natural language processing allows computer programs to understand, interpret and translate
oral or written language in medical record transcribing or extraction of data patterns in patient files.

3. Deep learning uses large data sets filtered by layers to create neural networks used in x-ray
analysis.

4. Generative AI emulates the structure and characteristics of input data to generate synthetic
content[vi] and can automate routine administrative tasks such as scheduling appointments or
processing claims.
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5. Large language models are trained on voluminous textual data to understand language and
generate novel content, such as clinical treatment education communicated to patients with no staff
intervention.

6. Software as a medical device is used for one or more medical purposes without being part of a

hardware medical device,[vii] such as cancer detection software.

7. Clinical decision support software tools provide general knowledge and patient-specific
information to enhance healthcare,[viii] and can create patient summaries and clinical guidelines for
diagnoses.

The Legal and Regulatory Landscape of Healthcare AI
There is currently no uniform framework of laws or regulations governing Healthcare AI at the federal
or state level. Aside from a prior Executive Order and guidance from the White House Office of
Management and Budget (“OMB”) AI Memorandum, federal activity concerning AI stems primarily
from specific agencies regulating target industries, with some notable overlap. U.S. states provide a
patchwork of laws and regulations with trends starting to take shape around consumer protection,
insurance and data privacy.

Federal Executive Directives. 
In October 2022, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy issued its “Blueprint for an
AI Bill of Rights” intended as a model for both government and private sector entities.[ix] A year later,
the federal Executive Order on the “Safe, Secure, and Trustworthy Development and Use of Artificial
Intelligence,” was issued (the “EO”). The EO directed federal agencies to assess potential risks and
implement regulations and policies on advancing and using AI. The EO’s overarching message is to
protect individual privacy and consumer rights, promote equity and innovation, and mitigate the risks
of AI prior to its use.[x] Following the EO, the White House confirmed it received industry sector
commitments from fifteen (15) leading AI companies and twenty-eight (28) payors and providers in AI
initiatives under the FAVES principles – aiming for healthcare outcomes that are Fair, Appropriate,
Valid, Effective, and Safe.[xi]

Federal Agency Authority. 
Certain federal agencies have provided regulations and guidance impacting critical aspects of
Healthcare AI, such as clinical decision-making, data privacy, potential bias and ethical use. These
regulations are crucial in ensuring the safe and effective integration of AI applications in healthcare
and will subsequently be covered in more detail by Benesch’s AI Commission in our Pulse on AI +
Healthcare article series (in no particular order):

The Office of Civil Rights (“OCR”) – On May 6, 2024, the OCR issued a Final Rule strengthening
protections against discrimination and bias in healthcare, specifically with regard to AI clinical
decision-making tools. Specifically, the OCR’s responsibility in enforcing the Affordable Care Act §
1557 will extend to covered entities using AI, clinical algorithms, predictive analytics and other tools in
health program activities. This Final Rule took effect on July 5, 2024.[xii]

The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) – Last year, the FTC released its “Privacy and Data Security
Update” and in April 2024, with other federal agencies, a “Joint Statement on Enforcement Efforts
Against Discrimination and Bias in Automated Systems.” These statements reflect the FTC’s focus on
AI and automated systems, concerns for discrimination and violations of unfair business practices.[xiii]

The Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) – In March 2024, the FDA released “Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning in Software as a Medical Device” and previously, “Clinical Decision Support
Software: Guidance for Industry and FDA Staff.[xiv] This guidance indicates FDA’s commitment to
protect public health and promote ethical medical product innovation using AI.[xv] The FDA regulates
AI software depending on the type or use and excludes some software functions under the

21st
 Century Cures Act.[xvi]
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The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (“ONC”) – The ONC issued
a Final Rule, effective March 11, 2024, that implements provisions of the 21st Century Cures Act and
makes updates to the ONC Health IT Certification Program regarding AI algorithm transparency, a
new standard for public health data interoperability, and enhances information blocking requirements.
[xvii]

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”) – Earlier this year, CMS released FAQ guidance
regarding its prior Final Rule on coverage criteria and utilization management requirements.[xviii] In
sum, the Final Rule and guidance indicate that Medicare Advantage plans may not solely rely on AI
algorithms or software to perform utilization review and make medical necessity determinations or
terminate service.

State Oversight Efforts. 
More than one-third of states have consumer protection, insurance or data privacy laws in place that
intersect with targeted Healthcare AI uses of data. Among these states, some prohibit forms of
consumer profiling or “algorithmic discrimination” for health insurance or other purposes. Utah’s
Artificial Intelligence Policy Act went into effect May 1, 2024, and puts “generative AI” under its
consumer protection laws. The Utah Act requires private companies to disclose use of generative AI
in interactions with consumers, upon request, but licensed professionals have an affirmative obligation
to disclose use of generative AI at the outset of services.[xix] Colorado’s Artificial Intelligence Act was
recently signed into law on May 17, 2024[xx] and applies to “developers” and “deployers” who are
responsible for such AI systems. The Colorado AI Act will be enforced by the Attorney General and
takes effect Feb. 1, 2026.[xxi] Other AI bills relating to healthcare are pending in at least ten (10)
states.[xxii]

Professional Industry Guidance. 
The American Medical Association (“AMA”) is a leading healthcare industry member that highlights
“Principles” that all stakeholders should consider when using AI tools. The AMA’s guidance
emphasizes use of “augmented” rather than “artificial” intelligence, to underscore the importance of AI
as a supporting, assisting role in healthcare, rather than as a replacement or substitute to providers.
[xxiii] The AMA advocates for rigorous standards in AI implementation, a focus on patient safety and

equity[xxiv], and maintaining integrity of the patient-provider relationship.[xxv] The AMA’s balanced
advice invites assessment of some potential benefits and risks of Healthcare AI in the healthcare

industry at large:[xxvi]

Potential Benefits

Increased efficiency in healthcare delivery

Reduced costs for providers and patients

Optimizing workforce resources

Increased accuracy in diagnosis and treatment

Automation of routine administrative tasks

Better patient outcomes

Potential Risks

Technical or operational errors

Ethical concerns (e.g. misuse or bias)

Data privacy and cybersecurity breaches
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Liability regarding:
Practice of medicine scrutiny (e.g. scope of practice, licensure, corporate practice)

Fraud, waste and abuse (e.g. up-coding, no personally performed services, false claims)

Patient safety (e.g. consent, misdiagnosis)

In addition to the above examples, where not already required by law or contract, providers should
consider the need and adequacy for transparency in AI-use disclosures to patients, payors and
insurance carriers.[xxvii]

Five Key Takeaways on Healthcare AI

While there are many unknown consequences and variables of Healthcare AI, here are five
fundamental considerations:

1. AI applications offer diverse opportunities and benefits for the healthcare industry;

2. The use of Healthcare AI requires careful thought and consideration due to legal risks and liability;

3. AI governance is in flux and varies at the state level, causing compliance challenges for providers;

4. Providers can expect healthcare transactions, insurance policies and contracts to involve AI terms;

5. Compliance professionals and providers should be proactive in mitigating potential risks posed by
AI.

Benesch’s AI Commission will continue tracking relevant AI trends and regulatory updates.
We are eager to receive your Healthcare AI questions, concerns and topic requests. Please
submit them to: HealthcareAI@beneschlaw.com.

Please also join our listserv to receive our articles.
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